Appearance of the second coherent peak in the dynamical structure factor of a warped (non-symmetric) spin ladder is suggested. The general arguments are confirmed by the first order (with respect to warping) calculation for a spin ladder with singlet-rung ground state. Basing on this result a new interpretation is proposed for the inelastic neutron scattering data in the spin gap compound CuHpCl.
Introduction
Inelastic neutron scattering is an effective method for analysis of low-energy excitations in low-dimensional spin systems [1] . The dynamical structure factor (DSF) obtained from this experiment produces an essential information about the low-energy spectrum. Sharp peaks of the DSF lineshape correspond to coherent modes while broad bands originate from incoherent excitation continuums.
Theoretical study of a spin ladder DSF was developed in the papers [2] , [3] . A strong antiferromagnetic rung coupling corresponds to the DSF with a single coherent-mode peak [2] , while for a weak coupling the lineshape has only an incoherent background [3] . The models studied in [2] , [3] are symmetric under exchange of the legs because their couplings along both legs are equal to each other and the same is true for the couplings along both diagonals. Such requirement fails for a warped (non-symmetric) spin ladder.
The compound Cu 2 (C 5 H 12 N 2 ) 2 Cl 4 (CuHpCl) was first interpreted as a warped spin ladder [4] . However neutron scattering [5] , [6] revealed two coherent peaks in the DSF lineshape for CuHpCl. Since this type of behavior does not agree with the results of [2] , [3] (obtained for the symmetric case!) it was suggested in [6] that the magnetic structure of CuHpCl is inconsistent with the spin ladder model.
In this paper we show the principal difference between symmetric and warped spin ladders and present arguments confirming the existence of the second coherent peak in DSF of a warped spin ladder. As an example we calculate the DSF for a weakly warped spin ladder with singlet-rung ground state and produce an evidence of the second coherent peak.
Hamiltonian for a warped spin ladder
General Hamiltonian of a warped spin-ladder has the following form,
. The local Hamiltonian densities are given by the following expressions:
where
and
The model suggested in [4] for CuHpCl corresponds to
Let us introduce the following operator:
(S 1,n + S 2,n ) 2 , and divide a generalĤ symm into two terms,
The both ones have the same structure defined by (2) and (3), however their interaction constants satisfy an additional system of restrictions:
It may be easily proved that these conditions guarantee the uniqueness of the decom-
The following system of equalities:
(where { , } means anti commutator) will be the keystone of our study.
According to (8) the Hilbert space forĤ s−r splits on the infinite set of eigenspaces corresponding to different eigenvalues ofQ [7] , [8] :
The one-dimensional subspace H 0 is generated by the single vector
where |0 n is the n-th rung singlet. The following restrictions:
guarantee that the state (12) is the (singlet-rung) ground state forĤ s−r . The operator Q has a sense of the magnon number [8] associated withĤ s−r .
As it follows from (9) the term ∆Ĥ symm does not mix even and odd components in (11). So the Hilbert space for the operatorĤ symm splits on two invariant subspaces,
From (10) follows thatĤ warp mixes H even and H odd , however on the sector H 0 its action is trivial. Really according to (10) H warp n,n+1 |0 n |0 n+1 have to lie in the sector with Q n + Q n+1 = 3 that is impossible because the operator Q n has only eigenvalues 0 and 1. So we haveĤ warp |0 = 0.
According to this equality the state |0 remains the ground state for a small warping and
Now we may suggest the following interpretation for the appearance of the second coherent mode in the DSF lineshape of a warped spin ladder. It is known [7] - [9] that in the strong rung-coupling regime an excitation spectrum of a symmetric spin ladder has coherent modes of two types, the one-magnon triplet state lying in H odd and three bounded two-magnon states (with total spin 0,1,2) lying in H even . In the Born approximation a scattering neutron creates an exited state by flipping a single elementary spin. It is a principal fact that this state lies in H odd . So for a symmetric ladder none states from the subspace H even will be excited from the neutron scattering. However even a little warping results to excitation of H even and in particular the bounded two-magnon mode with total spin 1 respective for the appearance of the second coherent peak in the DSF.
In the next sections we shall confirm our arguments by studying the simplest model with ∆Ĥ symm = 0.
3 One and two-magnon states forĤ
From now we shall study only the case ∆Ĥ symm = 0 and omit the upper index "s − r" in notation of interaction constants. According to the following formulas:
where α, β, γ = 1, 2, 3 and |1 α n , is the triplet associated with a n-th rung:
one-and (spin-1) two-magnon states forĤ s−r have the following form [7] , [8] :
Here C ab = cos
The normalization factors,
depend on N the number of rungs.
The corresponding dispersion laws are the following:
As it follows from (23) the one-magnon gap E magn gap and the one-magnon zone width ∆E magn are given by the following formulas:
From (24) follows that for a given total momentum k = k 1 + k 2 the lower and upper bounds of the two-magnon scattering continuum are the following:
Since the warping mixes the sectors H 1 and H 2 it can result to a one-magnon decay [10] , which is possible when the one-magnon mode intersects with the bound mode or with the two-magnon continuum. The decay into a two-magnon scattering state is allowed for
, or as it follows from (23), (27) for
When J c < 0 this inequality has no solutions however for J c > 0 (taking int account (13)) it may be reduced to 5J c ≤ 2J ⊥ ≤ 9J c or using (26) to an equivalent form,
4 First order DSF forĤ s−r +Ĥ warp From (4) and (18) follows that,
so,
ConsideringĤ warp as a small perturbation we may obtain the corresponding corrections for the one-and two-magnon states. In the simplest case when the one-magnon mode does not intersect the two-magnon sector all the first order corrections to one-and two-magnon dispersions vanish. Frist order one-magnon contributions to the S = 1 two-magnon states are the following:
We use the following expression for the dynamical structure factor [1] , [5] , [6] ,
Here S(q) is the Fourier transformation of spin associated with the two dimensional vector q = (q, q rung ). Here q and q rung are the corresponding leg and rung components. Since the latter has only two possible values 0 and π we may study them separately,
According to the following two formulas,
we may reduce the matrix elements in (34)
From (18) and (19) follows that
so, the DSF has purely diagonal form,
The unperturbed DSF corresponding toĤ s−r consists on a single one-magnon coherent peak
In the first order with respect to warping we have to take into account only the twomagnon contributions. Using the substitution 2π k → N π −π dk we obtain the following formula:
Here Θ(x) is the step function and
The first term in (43) corresponds to the second coherent peak carried from the sector H even .
Summary
In this paper we have demonstrated that for a symmetric spin ladder the Hilbert space splits on two invariant subspaces H even and H odd . In this case only the sector H odd gives a non zero contribution to the dynamical structure factor. However the picture is quite different for a warped spin ladder. Since the warping term mixes both the two subspaces the two-magnon bounded state from H even contribute to the DSF resulting to the appearance of the second coherent peak.
We suppose that the suggested theory partially explains the neutron scattering data for the (probably) warped spin ladder compound CuHpCl.
